LABELLING MACHINES & TAPES

BUY ANY 10 DYM O D1 TAPES & RECEIVE FREE BONUS

LABEL POINT LP 350 Including Adapter

- Accepts 4 tape widths, 6 mm, 9 mm, 12 mm & 19 mm
- Prints up to 5 lines horizontally & vertically
- 7 different character fonts & typefaces
- PC connectivity
- AC/DC
- Uses 6 AA batteries or adapter
- Memory capacity

Over $200 Value

Size: 6 mm

ITEM # PRODUCT
343610 Black on Clear
343613 Black on White

Size: 9 mm

ITEM # PRODUCT
340916 Black on Blue
340910 Black on Clear
340919 Black on Green
340917 Black on Red
340918 Black on Yellow
340913 Black on White
340914 Blue on White
340915 Red on White

Size: 12 mm

ITEM # PRODUCT
345016 Black on Blue
345010 Black on Clear
345019 Black on Green
345017 Black on Red
345018 Black on Yellow
345013 Black on White
345014 Blue on White
345012 Red on Clear
345015 Red on White
345021 White on Black

Size: 19 mm

ITEM # PRODUCT
345806 Black on Blue
345800 Black on Clear
345809 Black on Green
345807 Black on Red
345803 Black on White
345808 Black on Yellow
345804 Blue on White
345805 Red on White
345811 White on Black

- Prints labels from 6 mm to 24 mm widths
- Can print up to 5 lines horizontally & vertically
- 5 different character fonts
- 13 different styles
- Prints up to 5 lines on 24 mm tape
- PC connectivity via USB
- AC/DC
- Uses 6 AA batteries or optional adapter
- Memory capacity

SD40078 $40 + GST

LABEL POINT 350

- Accepts 4 tape widths, 6 mm, 9 mm, 12 mm & 19 mm
- Can print up to 5 lines horizontally & vertically
- 7 different character fonts & typefaces
- PC connectivity
- AC/DC
- Uses 6 AA batteries or optional adapter
- Memory capacity
- Optional Adapter SD40078 $40 + GST

LABEL MANAGER 450

- Prints labels from 6 mm to 24 mm widths
- Can print up to 5 lines horizontally & vertically
- 5 different character fonts
- 13 different styles
- Prints up to 5 lines on 24 mm tape
- PC connectivity via USB
- Adapter included or uses 6 AA batteries
- Automatic tape cut
- 6 different bar codes

$175 + GST (ITEM # SD22070)

ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENERS

X-ACTO SCHOOL PRO

This sharpener was designed for the classroom, for quieter operation & less classroom disruption

- Heavy Duty Motor engineered for high volume use
- Auto reset (Motor shut off)
- Automatic Pencil stop prevents over-sharpening
- Multiple size dial sharpens various sized pencils
- Safe start will not operate if receptacle is not in place

2 YEAR WARRANTY

ITEM # 0308550
$145 + GST 1-4 BUY
$125 + GST 5-9 BUY
$115 + GST 10 + BUY

X-ACTO BOSTON 41

Built to last with hardened steel cutters by Xacto

- Heavy Duty motor
- Built to last in Classroom Environment
- 6 Holes making it a tough classroom contender
- Adjustable guide allows sharpening of varying diameters 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 9 & 11mm pencils

2 YEAR WARRANTY

ITEM # 0221270
$325 + GST 1-4 BUY
$295 + GST 5-9 BUY
$275 + GST 10 + BUY

Replacement Cutter & Carrier for Boston 41
OLD MODEL (4 Holes) Code 0221430 $115 + GST
NEW MODEL (6 Holes) Code 0334450 $115 + GST
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